Motivations: The tag SNP approach is a valuable tool in whole genome association studies, and a variety of algorithms have been proposed to identify the optimal tag SNP set. Currently, most tag SNP selection is based on two-marker (pairwise) linkage disequilibrium (LD). Recent literature has shown that multiple-marker LD also contains useful information that can further increase the genetic coverage of the tag SNP set. Thus, tag SNP selection methods that incorporate multiple-marker LD are expected to have advantages in terms of genetic coverage and statistical power. Results: We propose a novel algorithm to select tag SNPs in an iterative procedure. In each iteration loop, the SNP that captures the most neighboring SNPs (through pair-wise and multiple-marker LD) is selected as a tag SNP. We optimize the algorithm and computer program to make our approach feasible on today's typical workstations. Benchmarked using HapMap release 21, our algorithm outperforms standard pair-wise LD approach in several aspects. (i) It improves genetic coverage (e.g. by 7.2% for 200 K tag SNPs in HapMap CEU) compared to its conventional pair-wise counterpart, when conditioning on a fixed tag SNP number. (ii) It saves genotyping costs substantially when conditioning on fixed genetic coverage (e.g. 34.1% saving in HapMap CEU at 90% coverage). (iii) Tag SNPs identified using multiple-marker LD have good portability across closely related ethnic groups and (iv) show higher statistical power in association tests than those selected using conventional methods. Availability: A computer software suite, multiTag, has been developed based on this novel algorithm. The program is freely available by written request to
INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that the human genome harbors 45 million common SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) of at least 10% (Carlson et al., 2003; Gonzalez-Neira et al., 2006; Kruglyak and Nickerson, 2001) , and 7.5 million common SNPs with MAF of at least 5% (Barrett and Cardon, 2006) . These polymorphisms explain a portion of the heritable risk for perhaps many diseases. There are two common strategies for constructing the contents of SNP genotyping panels, (1) SNPs chosen approximately randomly across the genome ignoring linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns, and (2) LD-based tag SNPs chosen to maximize genetic coverage (Barrett and Cardon, 2006; Pe'er et al., 2006) . Here, the genetic coverage is defined as the fraction of the set of all common (MAF ! 5%) SNPs exceeding some correlation threshold with at least one SNP typed by the array. The tag SNP approach takes advantage of our recent understanding in human genome's fine LD structure and reduces genotyping costs (Carlson et al., 2003 (Carlson et al., , 2004 Gonzalez-Neira et al., 2006) . Driven by such a large potential benefit, a variety of algorithms have been proposed to efficiently identify tag SNPs, which is essentially a feature selection problem from the machine-learning viewpoint.
The SNP tagging strategy is tightly linked to the downstream testing methods for genetic association. If the selection starts from phased haplotype data and tag SNPs are picked to maximize the haplotypes they can distinguish, the downstream association studies might be more powerful when employing haplotype-based tests (Hao et al., 2005; Howie et al., 2006; Sebastiani et al., 2003) . If the selection starts from diploid genotypes and tag SNP panels are developed to maximize genetic coverage through pair-wise LD (e.g. r 2 ), single locus association testing could be more appropriate (de Bakker et al., 2005; Pe'er et al., 2006) . Extending the pair-wise LD, r 2 among multiple markers is proposed to further increase the genetic coverage of SNP panels (de Bakker et al., 2005; Hao et al., 2006; Pe'er et al., 2006) . For example, using combinations of two genotyped SNPs, the additional coverage gain is more than 10% for Illumina HumanHap300 K panel in Caucasian (Pe'er et al., 2006) . Software packages have also become available to quickly compute multiple-marker r 2 and achieve good coverage at a genome-wide scale (Barrett et al., 2005; Hao et al., 2006) . It is noteworthy that such additional coverage gain is achieved on tag SNP panels that are developed solely using pair-wise r 2 . How about selecting tag SNPs by incorporating multiple-marker LD information? In this article, we propose an extension of Carlson's greedy algorithm (Carlson et al., 2004) . Our new method identifies tag SNPs by simultaneously considering their pair-wise and multiple-marker LD with nearby neighbors. Furthermore, we evaluate the (1) gain in Present address: Rosetta Inpharmatics, a wholly owned subsidiary of Merck and Co. Inc., 401 Terry Ave. N., Seattle, WA, USA.
To whom correspondence should be addressed. genetic coverage, (2) saving in genotyping costs, (3) portability of the tag SNPs and (4) statistical power in association studies.
METHODS

Data
The HapMap release 21 (2003) , 2006) . Let us consider SNP 3 and its two neighbors (SNP 1 and SNP 2 ) within certain distance. Each SNP carries two possible alleles (SNP 1 carries alleles A and a, SNP 2 carries B and b, and SNP 3 carries C and c). A multiple-marker r 2 can be used to quantify the correlation between SNP 3 and the combination of SNP 1 and SNP 2 . This combination of SNP 1 and SNP 2 may form four possible haplotypes (AB, Ab, aB and ab). Therefore, this SNP combination can be treated as a multi-allelic marker, which carries four alleles, denoted as AB, Ab, aB and ab. Pooling {Ab, aB and ab}, we transform this multi-allelic marker to a bi-allelic marker, which carries alleles AB and non-AB. We compute the pair-wise r 2 between this new bi-allelic marker and SNP 3 , and record the result as r 2.3 Algorithm for selecting tag SNPs using multiple-marker LD (multiTag)
Notation:
(1) S candidate : the set of candidate SNPs, from which tag SNPs will be selected. At the beginning of tag SNP selection, all SNPs belong to S candidate .
(2) S tagSNP : the set of tag SNPs. At the beginning of the selection, S tagSNP is empty, and it increases by one during each selection loop.
(3) S captured : the set of SNPs already captured by S tagSNP . At the beginning of the selection S captured is empty, and it increases during the tag SNP selection procedure.
Step 1, Initialization:
( Step 2. Iteration:
( In the first R, we count how many members in S candiate (within candidate j 's neighborhood including itself) are captured by candidate j through r 2 one . This computation is similar to that in Step 1, although with a smaller S candidate . In the second R, we count additional members in S candidate that are not covered by candidate j through r 2 one but are captured by combining candidate j and members of S tagSNP through r 2 two . Here, T multiple is the threshold for 'useful' multiple-marker LD (e.g. T multiple ¼ 0.9).
(2) From S candidate , we move the SNP with largest SCS to S tagSNP , and denote it as tagSNP (i) , if it is the ith member of S tagSNP . We record the combination of tagSNP (i) and other S tagSNP members if this combination contributes to tagSNP (i) 's SCS. This is an important part of our algorithm because those recorded combinations are used in downstream portability evaluation and association tests.
(3) From S candidate , we move all captured SNPs to S captured .
Step 3, Termination:
We continue the iteration until (1) S candidate becomes empty, or (2) S tagSNP reaches a prespecified size (e.g. 100 000 SNPs) or (3) the Genome-wide selection of tag SNPs coverage value reaches a prespecified level. Herein, the coverage can be easily calculated using the size of S candidate , S tagSNP and S captured .
For example, when S candidate becomes empty the coverage is 100%.
Evaluation of genetic coverage and portability for tag SNPs
The genetic coverage on a training sample itself can be easily computed using formula 3, as presented in Figure 1 . Recently, the portability of tag SNPs has attracted great interest, especially for populations from the same ethnic categories (e.g. Caucasian). For example, how well does S tagSNP developed in HapMap CEU subjects collected from Utah perform on a Caucasian cohort collected in Europe? In this article, we look at portability among HapMap CHB and JPT cohorts. We identify tag SNPs in JPT (based on r 2 one and r 2 two ), and record the two-SNP combinations of S tagSNP members that contribute to SCS. In CHB (an independent validation sample set), we calculate the fraction of SNPs that are captured by S tagSNP (aka, S tagSNP 's genetic coverage in CHB) either by r 
RESULTS
To evaluate this novel multiple-marker SNP tagging approach, we apply it to HapMap release 21, which contains more than 4 million SNPs, a portion of which (e.g. $2.1 million in CEU) are common SNPs, defined as MAF ! 5%. In this study, we only focus on these common SNPs (Barrett and Cardon, 2006; de Bakker et al., 2006) . Figure 1 illustrates the tag SNP selection procedure with the thresholds T one ¼ 0.8, T two ¼ 0.9 and T three ¼ 0.95. For any S tagSNP size, the tag SNPs selected using the multiple-marker approach (the solid line and dotted line) have higher coverage than r 2 one counterparts. The coverage improvement from r 2 one to r 2 two is sizable (e.g. 7.2% for 200 K tag SNPs in CEU). However, we observe limited additional gain when extending to r 2 three , suggesting combinations of three SNPs are less likely to be good surrogates of neighboring markers, at least for the MAF and T three we considered. At the early phase of selection (when S tagSNP is small), the slope of all three curves are substantial because tag SNPs are capturing large LD bins (Fig. 1) . As the tag SNP increases, e.g. S tagSNP in the interval (1 Â 10 5 , 2Â 10 5 ), we observe gradually decreasing slope because smaller LD bins are being tagged. Furthermore, when S tagSNP reaches $276 K in CEU, the single-marker curve becomes linear, indicating that we have captured all LD bins and have started genotyping singleton SNPs. The refraction point comes earlier for multiple-marker tag SNPs. Conditioning on a fixed SNP number, multiple-marker tags offer higher coverage. From another viewpoint, the multiplemarker approach reduces genotyping costs for a given genetic coverage (Table 1) . If we target 90% coverage in CEU, the single-marker algorithm requires 356.4 K SNPs, where the twomarker algorithm requires only 234.7 K tag SNPs, which translates into a 34.1% savings. Again, we observe only minor additional savings when extending to r 2 three . Tag SNPs optimized on a training dataset may not perform equally well on an independent study cohort, which was not used for tag SNP section. Such a phenomenon is often referred to as portability loss, describing the genetic coverage decrease when applying tag SNPs to an independent sample set. In this article, we examined the portability of multiple-marker tag SNPs on two closely related ethnic populations (HapMap CHB and JPT). For example, in Figure 2A , we identified S tagSNP using single-marker and two-marker approaches in JPT, and then evaluated S tagSNP 's genetic coverage in JPT and CHB. It is noteworthy that, during two-marker tag SNP selection, we recorded the marker combinations that contribute to the tag SNP's SCS. In the coverage calculation, only tag SNPs themselves and the recorded combinations were evaluated. By these means, the number of hypothesis tests only moderately (Carlson et al., 2004) .
increases when applying two-marker tag SNPs in an association study. Our portability experiments draw a few interesting observations: (i) S tagSNP shows lower genetic coverage in the validation samples (e.g. CHB in Fig. 2A ) than in the training samples (e.g. JPT in Fig. 2A ), and such coverage decrease is essentially the portability loss; (ii) more importantly, S tagSNP identified using either approach (single-marker or two-marker) has similar portability; (iii) in both the training samples and the validation samples, two-marker S tagSNP offers higher genetic coverage than its single-marker counterpart and (iv) furthermore, two-marker S tagSNP has even higher genetic coverage in the validation sample than single-marker S tagSNP in the training sample. In the context of HapMap release 21 (2.2 million common SNPs) and AE100 kb window size, about 108 calculations of r 2 are required for r 2 one mode, because a given SNP has n % 100 neighbors within the window. For r 2 two mode, because we examine all pairs of neighboring SNPs, the complexity goes from C 1 n to C 2 n (which translates to 100 times more calculations). The complexity goes even higher to C 3 n for r 2 three mode (Hao et al., 2006) . Fortunately, number of calculations increases less dramatically in reality since many SNPs are captured at r 2 one or r 2 two mode and therefore no need to extend to higher order. Expertise in software development and programming is critical in its implementation. A GNU-licensed program suite, multiTag, is published along with this article and freely available. Written in ANSI Cþþ, multiTag strongly emphasizes speed and scalability, and has been successfully tested on Windows XP, Linux and Sun Solaris platforms at a chromosome-wide scale. It is able to run in r 2 one (equivalent to Carlson's greedy method), r 2 two or r 2 three modes. Using HapMap release 21 CEU data and typical workstations (Intel Xeon 2.80 GHz CPU and 512 MB memory) as the test-bed, the r 2 one mode finishes the entire genome within 1 h, in contrast, the r 2 two and r 2 three modes require $100 and $300 h, respectively, to finish a large chromosome (e.g. Chromosome 2). Fortunately, tag SNP selection on each chromosome can be run in parallel on a Linux cluster. If terminated prematurely (e.g. a Linux Cluster node crashes with unknown reason), multiTag is able pick up partial results and resume the computation, which appear to be a valuable feature when running the program for a long period. Incorporating r 2 three is very computationally intensive, but may only yield small gain in genetic coverage (Fig. 1) or savings in genotyping (Table 1) , suggesting tag SNP selection in r 2 two order is more cost-effective.
DISCUSSION
Whole genome association study (WGAS) using tag SNPs is a powerful approach for elucidating genetic basis of common human diseases such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus and osteoporosis. A variety of techniques have been proposed in tag SNP selection (Barrett et Stram et al., 2003) , but many of them are only tested on relatively small chromosomal regions. Potentially, they can extend to genome-wide scale, although substantial modification is necessary to make them computational feasible in terms of memory usage and CPU run time. Because choosing tag SNP is literally a feature selection problem, several established feature selection algorithms were applied (Halperin et al., 2005; Horne and Camp, 2004; Lin and Altman, 2004; Phuong et al., 2005) . However, these methods are still computationally complex, although not requiring exponential search time. As results, they can only be used on gene regions or small chromosomes. An alternative way is to focus on haplotype blocks, but the blocks are not always straightforward to define. Moreover, some feature selection methods (e.g. principal component analysis) Fig. 2 . Summary of genetic coverage in portability experiments at the r 2 ! 0.8 cutoff threshold. In the upper panel, we identify various number of tag SNPs in HapMap JPT data (i.e. the training dataset) using either single-marker approach or two-marker approach. These tag SNPs' genetic coverages are then evaluated in the training dataset itself (subject to over-fitting problem) and independent validation dataset (HapMap CHB). In the lower panel, we switch the training and validation datasets, and observe consistent results.
derive mathematical abstractions, and mapping them to SNPs introduces one more level of complexity. Set theory has also been used (Sebastiani et al., 2003) , but it only identify the perfect tag SNP sets (with 100% prediction power) and do not scale up to the entire genome. Currently, the block-free tag SNP selection strategy (Carlson et al., 2004) is employed by Ilumina in developing whole-genome SNP arrays (Barrett and Cardon, 2006; Pe'er et al., 2006) . These arrays are designed to optimize genetic coverage based on pair-wise r 2 (r 2 one ). Interestingly, Pe'er and colleagues showed that by incorporating multiple-marker r 2 into the calculation, these SNPs offer more than 10% higher genetic coverage, which may also boost the statistical power of an association study (Hao et al., 2006; Pe'er et al., 2006) . It is a natural question to ask, 'could further gains in genetic coverage be achieved by incorporating multiple-marker r 2 as early as in the tag SNP selection step?' In this article, we propose a novel algorithm for tag SNP selection using multiple-marker r 2 , and we systematically benchmark its performance. Our algorithm outperforms the standard Carlson's approach in several aspects. (i) It improves genetic coverage (e.g. by 7.2% for 200 K tag SNPs in CEU) compared to the single-marker method, when conditioning on a fixed tag SNP number. (ii) It reduces genotyping costs when conditioning on a fixed genetic coverage (e.g. 34.1% savings in CEU at 90% coverage). (iii) Tag SNPs identified using our approach have a similar portability, as Carlson's approach, across closely related ethnic groups (e.g. HapMap CHB and JPT collected in East Asia), and we believe this result can be generalized to cohorts of European ancestry.
Selecting a set of tag SNPs by exhaustive searching of all possible combinations is computationally intensive, and becomes impractical at the genome-wide scale even when limited to r 2 one (Carlson et al., 2004; Hao et al., 2005; Qin et al., 2006; Sebastiani et al., 2003) . When extending to the orders of r 2 two and r 2 three , computation time and memory use become critical issues in algorithm development. Carlson's greedy approach greatly reduces the search space (Hao et al., 2005) , and therefore, is fast and memory efficient. The identified tag SNP set is fairly close to the minimum size although without a mathematical guarantee (Carlson et al., 2004; Howie et al., 2006; Qin et al., 2006) . More importantly, a tag SNP set containing a certain degree of redundancy offers better portability than the mathematically minimal set (data not shown). Based on the above rational, we extend Carlson's greedy method and elegantly incorporate higher order r 2 (e.g. r 2 two and r 2 three ). In each iteration, we only consider multiple-SNP r 2 formed by one candidate SNP and its neighbors in S tagSNP , by these means, the search space is further reduced and the algorithm becomes computationally feasible. Shown in Figure 1 , at the early phase of tag SNP selection, our approach (solid line and dotted line) is similar to Carlson's method (dashed line), because S tagSNP is small and r 2 two and r 2 three make little contributions to SCS. As S tagSNP becomes larger, there are SNP combinations formed by a S candidate member and its neighbors in S tagSNP that give high r 2 two or r 2 three . Hence, the genetic coverage of the multiple-marker algorithm starts to exceed Carlson's method. It should be noted, when S tagSNP gets larger, more SNP combinations need to be evaluated in terms of r 2 two and r 2 three , and the computational complexity grows quickly. Generally, there are two strategies in handling the large number of SNP combinations. (1) We could pre-compute all possible combinations' r 2 two and r 2 three and using currently available software. These r 2 values are stored in either memory or hard disk, and then used in the SCS calculation during tag SNP selection. The drawback is the large memory requirement (if r 2 is stored in memory) or heavy file IO demand (if r 2 is stored in hard disk). (2) Alternatively, we can compute a given SNP-combination's r 2 two and r 2 three onthe-fly. This strategy obviously has advantages in memory usage and/or file IO demand, however, more r 2 computation is required (because a certain SNP-combination's r 2 value maybe used in several SCS calculations). The current version of multiTag employs the latter strategy, and therefore, can run on a typical workstation with 512 MB memory. The computation of r 2 two and r 2 three needs 3-and 4-SNP haplotype data, respectively. In our study, we directly used haplotypes (HapMap release 21) as input, which are reconstructed using the program PHASE (Marchini et al., 2006; Stephens et al., 2001) . Our algorithm can accommodate diploid data, and reconstruct 3-or 4-SNP haplotypes on-the-fly, however, this strategy could be time consuming and potentially less accurate (Hao et al., 2006) . As a result, researchers are recommended to first apply PHASE or other methods (Marchini et al., 2006) to accurately generate haplotypes, and then select tag SNPs using multiTag (the current version of multiTag only accommodates haplotype input).
In this study, we applied T one ¼ 0.8, T two ¼ 0.9 and T three ¼ 0.95 (Material and Methods section, Formulae 1 and 2). Certainly, we can choose different values for T two and T three , e.g. a uniform T multiple (e.g. T two ¼ T three ¼ 0.9), which will not bias against three-marker tag SNPs. In the multiTag algorithm and computer software, these three threshold values (T one , T two and T three ) can be flexibly tuned to achieve (1) differently sized S tagSNP (e.g. S tagSNP tends to be larger when higher T values are applied); (2) various ratios between single-marker tag SNPs and multiple-marker SNPs and (3) one is a real number between 0 and 1, it is unlikely to observe a SCS tie when the training data has a reasonably large sample size. More importantly, such a modification biases towards SNPs in tighter LD with neighbors, hence it will further improve the tag SNPs' average r 2 and portability.
Haploview has also implemented a multiple-marker tag SNP selection method (Barrett et al., 2005; de Bakker et al., 2006) , but in a rather ad hoc manner. This algorithm works in two phases: (1) tag SNP selection based on pair-wise r efficiency (de Bakker et al., 2006) . The step (2) is done by iteratively dropping tag SNPs, one by one, and replacing them with a specific multi-marker predictor (using any of the remaining tag SNPs). That predictor is accepted only if it can capture the alleles originally captured by the discarded tag SNP; otherwise, that provisionally dropped tag is considered indispensable and kept (de Bakker et al., 2006) . Obviously, this algorithm will miss some good two-marker predictors. For example, SNP 1 is a single-marker tag for an LD bin and therefore recruited into S tagSNP by Haploview in phase (1). SNP 2 by itself is a singleton, but the combination of SNP 1 and SNP 2 predicts a few other SNPs. Unfortunately, the Haploview algorithm will miss such a combination. To date, Haploview's multiple-marker tag SNP selection mode handles only about 10 000 SNPs (or $10 Mb chromosome segment for HapMap release 21) in one run, and does not work at a chromosomewide scale. Therefore, we did not conduct a head-to-head comparison between Haploview and multiTag.
Multiple testing remains as the primary challenge in WGAS. Many correction approaches have been proposed. (Bender and Lange, 2001; Chen et al., 2006; Hao et al., 2004; Herbert et al., 2006; Pe'er et al., 2006; Rosenberg et al., 2006; Wen et al., 2006) There are two strategies in dealing with multiple testing. (1) The statistical significance level should be adjusted by correction methods, and which method to apply depends on the nature of the SNPs being genotyped. For example, if the genotyped SNPs have weak LD among each other, Bonferroni correction would be adequate. (2) The number of hypotheses testing in WGAS should be carefully controlled. If we test all two or three marker combinations for genetic association with the study trait, the multiple comparison penalties may quick diminish statistical power. In this study, we record the marker combinations that contribute to genetic coverage (SCS) during tag SNP selection, and only these recorded combinations are tested for association in WGAS. By these means, we keep the number of testing in check. For example, in CEU, the multiple testing burden increases $60% for 300 K two-marker tag SNPs comparing to 300 K single-marker tag SNPs (Fig. 3) .
In term of statistical power, we investigate whether tag SNPs selected using multiTag (e.g. r 2 two mode) outperform those selected using traditional approach (e.g. r 2 one mode). In WGAS, it is difficult to calculate the absolute power directly. Fortunately, conditioning on false discovery rate (FDR), the number of discoveries reflects the relative power. Therefore, we can compare the power of tag SNPs by looking at number of discoveries at fixed FDR (5% and 10% in this article). The 90 HapMap Asian individuals are employed our power analysis, where we use 45 subjects (training sample) for tag SNPs selection and the remaining 45 subjects (testing sample) for association testing. The multiTag program is applied to HapMap release 21 and identifies 100 and 200 K tag SNPs, using r 2 one and r 2 two mode (Fig. 4) . For r 2 two mode, the informative tag SNP combinations are recorded. Afterwards, we compare the relative power through simulation. In each simulation loop, (1) one SNP (e.g. carrying genotype AA, Aa and aa) is randomly picked to be causative, and then (2) we simulate the trait value for the testing sample. In detail, we assume the quantitative trait follows a normal distribution N(, 2 ), where 2 ¼ 1 and is different among genotypes: AA ¼ À3, Aa ¼ 0 and aa ¼ 3. These parameters are chosen to make the power and FDR in a range convenient to compare. (3) Kruskal-Wallis test is conducted between the trait and each tag SNPs (as well as the recorded tag SNP combinations). (4) We permute the trait value and repeat step (3) in order to derive FDR. Total 10 000 simulation loops are run, and we compare the relative power at FDR ¼ 5 and 10% level (Fig. 4) . Clearly, 200 K tag SNPs are more powerful than 100 K tag SNPs. More importantly, at fixed tag SNP number (or fixed genotyping cost), multiTag approach offers extra power even after adjusting for multiple testing. For example, at 10% FDR, 200 K tag SNPs derived in r 2 two mode show 6.5% higher power than the counterpart of r 2 one mode. Taken together, the tag SNP strategy is based on our recent understanding of the fine LD structure in the human genome. However, at the current stage, only the pair-wise LD information (e.g. r 2 one ) is extracted. Herein, we present a novel approach, which utilizes the multiple-SNP LD in tag SNP selection. This approach efficiently reduces searching space, therefore, becomes computational feasible. Applied on HapMap release 21, multiTag uniformly outperforms traditional approaches in terms of both genetic coverage and statistical power, and we believe it will facilitate future genetic association studies.
